































































































































































































































































































?Safeguarding intangible cultural heritage of Aymara communities in Bolivia, Chile and Peru?????
8
?????Education and training in Indonesian Batik cultural heritage for elementary, junior, senior,
vocational high school and polytechnic students in collaboration with Batik Museum in Pekalongan??




















































































































Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage 
Now in Its Implementation Phase
MIYATA Shigeyuki
In “Formation of an International Framework for the Protection of Intangible Cultural
Heritage” (2007) and “Formation of an International Framework for the Protection of Intangible
Cultural Heritage 2” (2008), the present author clarified the background that led to the adoption
and effectuation of the “Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage” and
the conditions surrounding the Convention. The two previous papers also pointed out future
challenges of the Convention. Since the publication of the two papers, the Convention has been
discussed and studied on several occasions, including at UNESCO’s General Assembly and two
meetings of the Intergovernmental Committee. Currently, the convention has entered its
implementation phase. In terms of schedule, since the procedures the Convention has followed so
far are what were expected at the time the two earlier papers were written, it would be safe to say
that a good start has been made. Meanwhile, there have surfaced various problems that were not
clearly recognized when the framework was established.
The current paper surveys the process of the establishment of the framework, which took
place before the two previous papers were written, and considers the current problems
surrounding the Convention, which has entered its implementation phase that includes
registration of its representative list.
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